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Chapter 591: Time Great Dao Crystal 

 

 

On the sky-floating island. 

 

“Bah!” 

 

After spitting at the evil spirit’s corpse, the Brilliant Gold Emperor looked at 

 

Yang Chen.” Illusory Emperor, thank you for what you did just now.” 

 

“No need to thank me. This is what I should do.”Yang Chen smiled. 

 

After exchanging a few words, the two of them arrived in front of the Tianji Saint with the other 

emperors. 

 

Previously, under the leadership of the Heavenly Secret Saint, everyone had already killed all the 

demons here. 

 

This allowed the Heavenly Secret Saint and the others to obtain a lot of points, and it also allowed Yang 

Chen’s mission completion rate to increase. 

 

After all, they had already given their nest to them. How could the completion rate not be high? 

 

After arriving in front of the Heavenly Fate Saint, the Yaojin Emperor cupped his hands and 

asked,””Milord, where should we go next?” 

 

!!.. 

 



“Naturally, we will continue to patrol our battle area and see if we can kill a few more Evil Demon 

Emperors and Saints.”The Heavenly Secret Saint laughed. 

 

Seeing this, the other emperors nodded. 

 

Chen Yang cupped his hands at the Heavenly Secret Saint and said goodbye,” In that case, let’s part ways 

here.” 

 

“Oh?” 

 

The Heavenly Secret Saint looked at Chen Yang in confusion.” The evil spirits here have been 

exterminated, and your mission has been completed. Why don’t you return with us?” 

 

“Although we have to continue patrolling the area we are in charge of, we will still go back and rest 

first.” 

 

“Lord Heavenly Secret Saint, my mission is not to exterminate these demons, but to destroy their 

resources.” 

 

“The evil demons have been exterminated, but their resources are still there. 

 

My mission is not complete yet.” 

 

Hearing Yang Chen’s explanation, the Heavenly Fate Saint understood and nodded.” In that case, be 

careful.”” 

 

Then, under the lead of the Heavenly Secret Saint, the group of emperors quickly left the floating stone. 

 

After the Heavenly Secret Saint left, Yang Chen took out the resources and treasures he had collected in 

advance and burned them. 

 



After doing all this, Yang Chen went to the collapsed hall to see if there were any resources that the 

Human Race could use. 

 

If there was, then it would naturally benefit him. 

 

If there were none, he would destroy the remaining resources and leave nothing for the demons. 

 

After a round of inventory, Yang Chen found some resources and treasures that the Human Race could 

use. 

 

Moreover, the grade of these resources and treasures were not low. Although Yang Chen did not need 

them, if he exchanged them with others, he might be able to exchange them for a few God Stones. 

 

As for the resources that the humans could not use, Chen Yang burned them completely. 

 

As he burned the resources, Yang Chen pondered,” Strange, why haven’t I found the treasures that the 

demon has collected?” 

 

“Could it be that this Heart Refining Evil Demon really came here to play?” 

 

“No, this is impossible.” 

 

“Does that mean that the Heart-Tempering Evil Demon has already obtained this treasure? That’s why I 

didn’t find it?” 

 

“That’s not very likely. If the Heart-Tempering Evil Demon really did get his hands on the treasure, he 

wouldn’t have been able to delay us here.” 

 

“If that’s the case, then the treasure should still be here.” 

 

“Looks like I’ll have to search for it myself.” 



 

Thinking of this, Yang Chen struck out with his palm and crushed all the gathered resources into powder. 

Then, he began to search more carefully. 

 

Time passed bit by bit. 

 

In the blink of an eye, Yang Chen spent half a day searching the ruins of the hall. 

 

Over the past half a day, Yang Chen had found many fish that had slipped through the net. Among them, 

there were some that could be used by humans, and some that could not be used by humans. 

 

However, Yang Chen couldn’t even find the most important treasure. 

 

Just as Yang Chen was beginning to doubt himself and decided to leave, a small explosion caught his 

attention. 

 

Bang! 

 

The explosion wasn’t loud. If it wasn’t for the emperor’s sensitive hearing and his concentration, he 

probably wouldn’t have heard it. 

 

Following the sound of the explosion, Yang Chen finally found a special room under the ruins. 

 

The reason why this place was special was because Yang Chen saw many arrays on the gravel in this 

room. 

 

Of course, if it was a protective array formation, it was nothing. 

 

After all, this was a precious resource point, so he naturally had to protect the safety of this place. 

 



However, the key point was that the array engraved in this special room was actually a stabilizing array. 

 

This was very subtle. Stabilizing formations were extremely difficult to set up, and their effect was very 

simple, which was to stabilize the energy fluctuations in this place. 

 

The advantage of this was to prevent some of the more sensitive treasures from exploding at the 

slightest movement. 

 

The materials required to stabilize the formation were extremely precious, and the demons had to pay 

such a huge price to set up the formation. 

 

It was obvious that there was some kind of treasure here. 

 

Perhaps this treasure was the target of the Heart Refining Evil Demon. 

 

Thinking of this, Yang Chen waved his right hand and blew away the ruins. Then, he looked into the 

room with anticipation. 

 

There was nothing in the room except for a hole that led underground. 

 

After looking at the hole for a while, Yang Chen jumped into the hole. 

 

After entering the cave, Yang Chen found that there were many stabilizing formations on the cave. 

 

He slowly descended along the hole, and finally, Yang Chen came to an underground space. 

 

The space below was pitch-black, and there was only one place that flickered with starlight. 

 

Looking at the starlight, Yang Chen was stunned. 

 



This was because in front of Yang Chen’s eyes, blue crystals appeared. Of course, this was not the most 

important thing. The most important thing was that there were a few star-colored crystals scattered 

among the blue crystals.. 

Chapter 592: Time Great Dao Crystal (2) 

 

 

 

 

The starlight was emitted from the starry sky crystal. 

 

“This… This was the Time Great Dao Crystal! And it’s naturally formed!” 

 

Chen Yang was extremely familiar with the Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

Ever since the Array God promised that as long as Chen Yang could find the Time Great Dao Crystal, he 

could use the Time Mystic Realm, Chen Yang had been browsing through information about the Time 

Great Dao Crystal. 

 

Regarding the understanding of the Time Great Dao Crystal, Chen Yang dared to say that there were not 

many in the entire Alkaid World who were stronger than him. 

 

There were two types of Time Great Dao Crystals. 

 

The first method was to refine it artificially. It absorbed the Time Great Dao Qi between heaven and 

earth and slowly refined it into a Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

However, this was mainly because the Qi of the Great Dao of Time was rare in the void, let alone 

refining it. 

 

The second type was formed between heaven and earth. 

 



This formation required a prerequisite. The time Great Dao Qi here was extremely dense, so it could 

naturally form the Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

!!.. 

 

This method was also extremely difficult. After all, the time Great Dao Qi was originally very small, and it 

was even rarer to form a place with especially dense energy. 

 

However, at this moment, it was clearly in line with the method formed by the world. 

 

“There are a total of five Time Great Dao Crystals. If I can mine them, doesn’t that mean that I can use 

the Time Mystic Realm for another 500 years?” 

 

Thinking of this, Yang Chen couldn’t help but get excited. 

 

Five hundred years! 

 

If Yang Chen could cultivate for 500 years, he might be able to break through to the Saint Realm. 

 

Of course, the prerequisite was that he could comprehend the Great Dao to the fourth realm. 

 

From the looks of it, this was still quite difficult. 

 

However, with the rewards given by the Array God, it was not a problem. 

 

In other words, as long as Chen Yang obtained these five Great Dao Crystals and completed a few more 

missions, the Saint Position would already be waving at Chen Yang. 

 

“Hu! Don’t get agitated.” 

 



After taking two deep breaths and suppressing the excitement in his heart, Chen Yang began to think 

about how to obtain the Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

Clearly, it was quite difficult to extract the Time Great Dao Crystal from the blue crystal. 

 

The main thing was that this blue crystal was not an ordinary item. It was called the Time Destruction 

Crystal by people. 

 

This Time Destruction Crystal was a companion of the Time Great Dao Crystal. It could be considered an 

existence responsible for protecting the Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

The Time Destruction Crystal was extremely sensitive. If there was any change, it would explode 

completely. 

 

Moreover, the power of this explosion could not be underestimated. If one was not careful, even a King 

might die. 

 

Although this power could not do anything to Chen Yang, if this Time Destruction Crystal exploded the 

Time Great Dao Crystal, the loss would be huge. 

 

Clearly, the stabilizing array formation set up by the demons was used to stabilize the Time Destruction 

Crystal so that they could mine the Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

“So, is there any way to take out the Time Great Dao Crystal from so many Time Destruction Crystals?” 

 

[The most important thing is that the Time Great Dao Crystal is surrounded by the Time Destruction 

Crystal. It’s very troublesome.]” 

 

After thinking about it, Yang Chen’s eyes lit up.” Oh right, I can use the Illusion Great Dao to make the 

Time Destruction Crystal illusory.” 

 

“I just don’t know if the Time Destruction Crystal will explode after encountering the Illusory Great Dao.” 



 

“Forget it, let’s give it a try.” 

 

Yang Chen carefully approached the Time Destruction Crystal. Then, he waved his right hand, and the 

power of the Great Path surged out. 

 

As soon as the illusory power of the Great Path touched the Time Destruction Crystal, it reacted. Waves 

of energy gathered rapidly, as if it would explode completely in the next moment. 

 

Seeing this, Yang Chen did not withdraw his power of the Great Path. 

 

Now that the Time Destruction Crystal had completely reacted, it was better to make them all illusory in 

one go. 

 

At that time, even if it exploded, it would be in an illusory state and would not be able to harm the Time 

Great Dao Crystal. 

 

Under Yang Chen’s full power, all the Time Destruction Crystals here were turned into nothingness in 

the next moment. 

 

It was true that there were also Time Destruction Crystals that exploded, but because they were in an 

illusory state, even if they exploded again, they would not affect the Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

Seeing that he had solved the problem of the Time Destruction Crystal, Chen Yang carefully picked the 

Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

After mining all five Time Great Dao Crystals, Chen Yang quickly left. 

 

After Yang Chen left, there was a loud explosion in the cave. 

 

The explosion even destroyed some of the resources hidden in the corner, saving Yang Chen a lot of 

effort. 



 

However, this had nothing to do with Yang Chen anymore. 

 

After taking such a precious treasure, he naturally had to hurry back. When the reinforcements came, he 

wouldn’t be able to escape even if he wanted to. 

 

After leaving the large floating stone, Yang Chen immediately decided to return to the Array God Hall. 

 

Firstly, he could report the completion of the mission. Secondly, he could ask the Array God when he 

could use the Time Mystic Realm. 

 

After determining the time, Chen Yang only needed to complete the task assigned by the Array God 

within the stipulated time and obtain the treasure that could advance the Great Dao to the fourth 

realm. 

 

Riding on the Two-legged Golden Crow, Chen Yang flew toward the Array God’s Hall. 

 

In the blink of an eye, five days later. 

 

In the Array God’s main hall, the Array God was a little worried as he looked at the map in front of him.” 

I wonder how the Illusory Emperor’s mission is going. Are there any gains or dangers?”” 

 

“Sigh, logically speaking, we should focus on nurturing the Illusory Emperor and push him into the Deity 

Position as soon as possible.” 

 

“Unfortunately, there aren’t many resources left in the Alkaid Realm.” 

 

“In addition, for some reason, the array suddenly became unstable. We can only let the Illusory Emperor 

take the risk.” 

 

“But if it really appears…” 



 

“Hmm? You’re back!” 

 

Just as the Array God was thinking in a bad direction, a two-legged Golden Crow appeared in the Array 

God’s perception. 

 

Immediately, the Array God quickly flashed in front of Chen Yang. 

 

“Illusory Emperor, how is the situation?” 

 

Yang Chen didn’t expect that the God of Array would come out to welcome him personally. He was 

stunned for a moment when he saw the God of Array. 

 

In a flash, Yang Chen recovered and bowed. 

 

“Greetings, Lord Array God!” 

 

“Milord, I didn’t fail your mission and successfully destroyed the demons ‘resource point.” 

 

Hearing this, the Array God nodded in satisfaction,” Good, the Illusory Emperor is indeed worthy of 

being the future of my Alkaid World. His strength is indeed extraordinary.” 

 

“Let’s go. Come back with me. We’ll rest first before we carry out the second mission.” 

 

Immediately, the Array God waved his hand and brought Chen Yang back to the Array God’s Hall, leaving 

the two-legged Golden Crow dumbfounded. 

 

Fortunately, the Array God did not forget about the Two-legged Golden Crow. He waved his hand again 

and brought the Two-legged Golden Crow out of the hall. 

 



In the Array God’s main hall. 

 

“Lord Array God, I found some treasures this time.” Yang Chen said to the Array God.” 

 

“Oh?” “What treasure?” the Array God asked nonchalantly.” 

 

“Time Great Dao Crystal.” 

 

“Oh, the Time Great Dao Crystal…What?” The Array God looked at Yang Chen in disbelief.” What did you 

say you found? Time Great Dao Crystal?” 

 

“Yes.” 

 

Chen Yang nodded and told the Array God how he obtained the Time Great Dao Crystal. 

 

After the Array God heard this, he looked at Chen Yang with envy.” If I was as lucky as you back then, 

would I still be able to make the evil spirit survive until now?”” 

 

“Forget it, let’s not talk about the bravery of the past.” 

 

“You obtained the Great Dao Crystal this time, and with your other martial arts inheritance, it’s 

completely possible for you to become a Saint Ruler within five years.” 

 

“I think so too.” Yang Chen nodded and looked at the Array God with some anticipation.” Sir, can I 

advance the final reward?”” 

 

“Advance payment?” 

 

The Array God hesitated for a moment before saying,”That’s not impossible, but you’ll need to use 

something as collateral.”” 



 

“I’ll return it to you after you complete all the tasks I’ve given you.” 

 

“After all, if I don’t leave anything behind, I’ll just let you pay in advance. This won’t be able to convince 

the public.” 

 

Hearing this, Yang Chen hesitated and asked,””Is my clan’s Ten Thousand Beast Technique alright?” 

 

“Now that the Ten Thousand Beast Technique can be cultivated to the Saint level, its value should be 

enough.” 

 

“No problem.” The Array God nodded. 

 

To the Array God, anything was fine. 

 

As long as he could take out some things as collateral, he would be able to convince the masses.. 

Chapter 593: Heading to the Universe Saint Mystic Realm, 

 

 

The Truth About the Decline of the Grand Array 

 

 

 

Alkaid World, Endless Mountain Range. 

 

After a long time, when he returned to the Alkaid Realm again, Yang Chen already felt that things had 

changed. 

 

Previously, he was still worried about how to break through to the King realm. Now, he was already 

thinking about how to break through to the God realm. 



 

Standing on the Two-legged Golden Crow and looking at the endless mountain range, Chen Yang 

brought Shen Daokong to the Li family. 

 

Today, he was here to receive the remaining inheritance of Yu Sheng. Ever since he reached an 

agreement with the Array God, in order to effectively use the time in the secret realm, Chen Yang 

decided to return to the Alkaid Realm and receive all of Yu Sheng’s inheritance. 

 

Once he received the martial arts inheritance of Yu Sheng, coupled with the Time Secret Realm and the 

God Stone, Chen Yang was confident that he could become a Saint within 500 years of the Time Secret 

Realm. 

 

At that time, it would be much better to deal with the future changes. 

 

Back to the main topic. 

 

After picking up Li Kehui from the Li family, the three of them went to the inheritance ground of Yu 

Sheng. 

 

!!.. 

 

In the pitch-black hole, the three of them searched for a while before arriving outside the Cosmos Saint 

Inheritance Hall. 

 

Not long after, the projection of Universe Saint appeared. 

 

“You have come to accept the inheritance again…Your cultivation? 

 

Yu Sheng looked at Yang Chen in shock.” You actually broke through to 

 

Emperor Realm?” 



 

Yu Sheng clearly remembered that the last time Yang Chen came, his cultivation was only at the first 

layer of the Sky Piercing Realm. Now, he was actually an emperor? 

 

Could it be that his inheritance was actually so useful? 

 

However, Yu Sheng didn’t go into the details. After a moment of surprise, he brought Chen Yang and the 

other two into the main hall. 

 

After arriving at the main hall, Yu Sheng subconsciously asked,””Who will receive the inheritance this 

time?” 

 

“Yu Sheng, it’s me.” Yang Chen smiled. 

 

Seeing this, Yu Sheng wasn’t surprised at all.” I knew it was you. It seems like 

 

you must have encountered some fortuitous encounter again.” 

 

“Sometimes, I even wonder if you’re the illegitimate son of providence.” 

 

Yu Sheng was starting to feel a little sour. He had lived for so many years and had heard many stories 

about saints and gods, but he had never met someone as lucky as Yang Chen. 

 

” That, that, that, that, that, that, that, that”” 

 

Yang Chen thought for a moment, then said,”All of them.”” 

 

“All of them?” Yu Sheng was slightly stunned. He then took out the ball of light that represented the 

martial arts inheritance and handed it to Yang Chen. 

 



“Here, take it.” 

 

“Oh right, let me remind you that the accumulation of knowledge from 

 

Emperor to Saint is no less than all the previous inheritances.” 

 

-Of course, I’m not suspecting that you can’t handle it. I just hope that you’ll be prepared.” 

 

Yang Chen looked at the ball of light and nodded with a smile.” I understand. 

 

Thank you, Yu Sheng.’”‘ 

 

Then, Yang Chen sat down on the ground and began to receive Yu Sheng’s inheritance. 

 

Looking at Chen Yang, who had his eyes closed, Yu Sheng said with some emotion,’”Tm afraid that the 

next time we meet, Chen Yang will be a Saint.” “Not necessarily.” Shen Daokong shook his head.” It 

could also be a god.” “God?” Yu Sheng looked at Shen Daokong in shock.” Although Yang Chen’s talent is 

outstanding and his luck is the best among the people I’ve met, he’s still a genius.” 

 

“But this can’t guarantee that Yang Chen will become a god.” 

 

“Moreover, even if you become a god, you will need a long time. How could he become a god in such a 

short time? 

 

Shen Daokong only smiled at Yu Sheng’s question and didn’t answer. 

 

He had once thought that Yang Chen would need a few thousand years to break through to the king tier, 

but in the end, a hundred years was enough. 

 

Now, someone told Shen Daokong that Yang Chen could break through to the 



 

God Realm in loo years. Shen Daokong would not be surprised. 

 

Seeing that Shen Daokong didn’t reply, Yu Sheng turned to look at Yang Chen. Can you really advance to 

the Godly State in a short period of time? 

 

Time passed bit by bit. In the blink of an eye, Yang Chen had already received the inheritance for a year. 

 

Yu Sheng was not lying. The knowledge he gained from the emperor to the saint was indeed equivalent 

to everything he had learned before. 

 

Even after spending a year to receive the inheritance, Yang Chen still hadn t finished it, not even half of 

it. 

 

Yu Sheng was not surprised by this. 

 

On the other hand, Shen Daokong and Li Kehui were a little anxious, afraid that something had 

happened to Yang Chen. 

 

However, seeing that Yang Chen’s expression did not change and his aura was relatively stable, coupled 

with Yu Sheng’s instructions, they finally waited patiently. 

 

While Yang Chen was receiving the inheritance, in the void, in the Array God’s Hall. 

 

The Array God sat cross-legged in the hall with his eyes closed. A terrifying aura spread out from his 

body. 

 

As these auras dissipated, there was still quite a bit of aura that was absorbed by the Array God. 

 

In between this one in and one out, the Array God locked his brows. 

 



After a while, the Array God suddenly opened his eyes and worry appeared in his eyes.” Damn it, what’s 

wrong with this array? Why can’t I sense it?”” “But if there’s no problem, why did it become so fragile? 

 

“If it continues to weaken like this, this formation can only hold on for another thirty years at most.” 

 

After thinking for a long time, the Array God clapped his hands. 

 

The Tianji Saint’s figure immediately appeared and cupped his hands at the Array God.” Greetings, Array 

God.”” 

 

“There’S no need to be so polite.” The Array God lifted the Heavenly Secret Saint and asked,”“How’s the 

situation down there?” 

 

Hearing this, the Heavenly Secret Saint’s face turned ugly.” It’s hard to say.” “Hard to say?” The Array 

God frowned again.” If you have something to say, just say it. If you don’t let me know the true situation 

below, how can I adjust the array?”” 

 

“Yes, sir!” 

 

The Heavenly Secret Saint nodded and sighed.””Lord Array God, the situation below is not good..” 

Chapter 594: Heading to the Saint Saint Realm, the Truth 

 

 

of the Decline of the Formation 

 

 | 

 

“More and more demonic experts are appearing. We can’t hold on any longer.” “During this period of 

time, there have been many experts who have fallen. Just a month ago, the Mysterious Water Emperor 

had fallen in the Land of Evil 

 



Demons.” 

 

“If it wasn’t for you, Array God, telling us to deal with the demonic experts in advance, I’m afraid that 

the Land of Demons would have completely fallen.” 

 

The Array God was silent for a long time. 

 

After a while, the Array God continued to ask,”Can we still defend the area 

 

below?”” 

 

“There’s no problem at the moment. I should be able to hold on.’The Heavenly 

 

Secret Saint said. 

 

Seeing this, the Array God nodded his head in relief.” It’s good that it can still 

 

hold on. During this period of time, you must investigate carefully and find out 

 

the problem with this array.” 

 

” Also, can you deduce the evil gods? I feel that the sudden decline of the 

 

formation is related to the evil gods.”” 

 

” Divination of evil gods?” 

 

The Heavenly Secret Saint was stunned. This was a little difficult. 

 



That was a god. The price of divining a god was needless to say. The most important thing was that even 

with such a huge price, the divination might not be successful. 

 

Seeing the worry in the Heavenly Secret Saint’s heart, the Array God patted his shoulder.” Don’t worry, I 

will help you.”” 

 

With that, the Array God took out a medicinal pill out of thin air. One of them flickered with the light of 

the starry sky and emitted an aura hke that of a celestial realm. 

 

Seeing this medicinal pill, Tian Ji’s expression changed drastically.”Spint 

 

Advent Pill!” 

 

“Sir, are you going to give this to me? No, absolutely not. This was a foundation 

 

that could only be used at the most dangerous time of the Alkaid World.” 

 

It was no wonder that the Heavenly Secret Saint had such a huge reaction. The 

 

main reason was that the origin of this Spirit Advent Pill was really 

 

extraordinary. 

 

This was a divine pill refined by the previous divine alchemist god before he 

 

died. 

 

The effect of this divine pill was extremely overbearing. It could allow a Saint 

 

to unleash the power that only a God could use in a day. 



 

Moreover, after consuming it, it was equivalent to opening a path to godhood 

 

for Saints. 

 

Even if one didn’t become a God in the future, one could become a demigod and 

 

be fundamentally different from a Saint. 

 

Such a precious pill was decided at the beginning of the refinement. It could 

 

only be used in the most dangerous moment. 

 

100,000 years ago, the saints of the Alkaid Realm wanted to use this Spirit 

 

Advent Pill. But at the most critical moment, the Array God appeared out of nowhere and saved the 

Alkaid Realm. 

 

This Spirit Advent Pill was also preserved and kept by the Array God. 

 

The Array God’s original plan was to create another god when the array was broken. At that time, the 

two gods might be able to perish together with the evil god. 

 

The gods from both sides had disappeared. The Alkaid Realm still had a lot of confidence in resisting the 

remaining evil demons. 

 

However, Tian Ji did not expect that the Array God would actually take out this medicinal pill now just to 

let him deduce the evil god? 

 

Wasn’t this a little wasteful? 



 

Facing Tianji Saint’s rejection, the Formation God smiled and shook his head.” 

 

Tianji, if it was in the past, I might agree with your point of view.” 

 

“But things are different now. Yang Chen clearly has the potential to become a 

 

god.” 

 

■■And the demons know better than us how powerful the Illusory Great Dao is to become a god. At 

that time, there’s no need to destroy both jade and stone.’ “But this requires us to buy time for Yang 

Chen. Only by buying time can Yang Chen safely become a god.” 

 

“So, we can only do this.” 

 

The Heavenly Secret Saint fell silent. 

 

After a while, the Heavenly Secret Saint slowly said,”What if the reason for the array’s weakening isn’t 

because of the Array God?” Then we won’t even have the right to die together.” 

 

The Array God fell silent. 

 

Even though he subconsciously thought that the decline of the array was related to the evil gods. 

 

But what if he had nothing to do with the Evil God? 

 

At that time, wouldn’t there be no more means of mutual destruction? 

 

After hesitating for a moment, the Array God gritted his teeth.” Now that things have come to this, we 

can only take a gamble. If the bet was successful, everyone would naturally be happy. 



 

“If I fail…” 

 

“If I fail, I will die together with the evil god. I am confident that I will die 

 

together with the evil god.” 

 

Seeing that the Array God had made a decision, the Heavenly Secret Saint didn’t hesitate. He took the 

Spirit Advent Pill and swallowed it. 

 

in an instant, a supreme aura gushed out of the Heavenly Secret Saint’s body. 

 

Under this supreme aura, it was as if all mortal creatures had to bow their heads. 

 

This supreme aura didn’t last long before it was absorbed into the Heavenly Secret Saint’s body. Then, 

the Heavenly Fate Saint sat cross-legged in the hall, and the shadow of an eight-trigram formation 

appeared above his head. 

 

Seeing the Heavenly Secret Saint begin to deduce the evil god, the Array God began to pray. 

 

He prayed that he would be able to find some important information in this deduction so that he could 

continue to maintain the array and buy more time for the Alkaid World and Chen Yang. 

 

Time passed bit by bit. Gradually, the day was about to end. 

 

As for the Heavenly Secret Saint, he still didn’t show any signs of completing his deduction. 

 

Seeing this, the Array God had already given up. 

 

However, at the last second, the Heavenly Secret Saint opened his eyes and 



 

looked at the Array God excitedly.” Sir, I’ve successfully deduced it!” 

 

“Is that so? What result?” The formation god asked. 

 

The Tianji Saint continued. 

 

The Array God’s guess was right. The sudden weakening of the array was indeed related to the Evil God. 

 

To be precise, it was related to a secret treasure that the Evil God had recently found. According to his 

deduction, this secret treasure was called the Time Bead. Its effect was to accelerate the flow of time in 

a certain space. 

 

This looked very similar to the Array God’s Time Mystic Realm, but there was a fundamental difference. 

 

Once the Time Bead was activated, there couldn’t be any living beings inside, or else it would lose its 

effect. 

 

According to his deduction, the Time Bead could only be used to speed up the growth of spiritual herbs 

and spiritual ingredients. 

 

However, the Evil God had developed another use for the Time Pearl. 

 

That was to speed up the space of the grand array set up outside the Alkaid World, nibbling away at the 

grand array bit by bit. 

 

Every formation had its own natural cycle of decline. Once the Time Bead was used to accelerate the 

formation, it would appear to the outsiders that the formation had suddenly lost its function. 

 

Moreover, this method was not easy to detect. 

 



After all, the Time Bead would lose its effect once it encountered a living being. When the humans 

discovered something and came to inspect, they wouldn’t be able to discover the secret. 

 

The Heretic God used this method to destroy the array bit by bit without the Array God noticing. 

 

Of course, the cost of activating the Time Bead was not small. It also consumed a lot of Time Great Dao 

Crystals. 

 

This was also why he sent the Heart Refining Evil Demon to personally escort the Great Dao Crystal. He 

didn’t expect to meet Chen Yang and the Heavenly Secret Saint. 

 

After listening to the Tianji Saint’s explanation, the Array God muttered to himself,””Does this mean that 

everything here originated from the Time Bead? There is no problem with my array?” 

 

“It seems that as long as we destroy the Time Pearl, the formation will not be destroyed.” 

 

“It’s just that the losses that have already been caused are probably irreversible.” 

 

“However, as long as I repair it slightly, it should be able to last for a few hundred years.” 

 

Thinking of this, the Array God made a decision,” Tianji, do you dare to destroy the Time Bead with me?” 

 

Hearing this, the Heavenly Secret Saint cupped his fists.” I’m willing to do as you say!” 

 

With that, the two of them disappeared. 

 

Along with the two of them, Shi Guang also disappeared. 

 

The sun rose and the moon set. Spring left and autumn came. 

 



In the blink of an eye, two years had passed. 

 

In the Cosmos Saint Hall, Chen Yang, who had received the inheritance for three years, opened his eyes 

at this moment. 

 

Seeing that Chen Yang had finally woken up, he hurriedly went up to greet him with concern. 

 

“Yang ‘er, is there any problem?” 

 

“Yang Chen, how do you feel?” 

 

“Chen Clan Leader, did anything unexpected happen?” 

 

Seeing that the three people’s worries were heard, Yang Chen smiled and stood up. He waved his arms 

and said,” Don’t worry, I’m fine. 

 

Seeing this, the three of them heaved a sigh of relief. 

 

“Since you’re fine, let’s go back.” Yu Sheng smiled. 

 

I’ve heard from Shen Daokong that the situation in the outside world is very tense. You should hurry and 

guard the Land of Evil Demons.” 

 

“Yes, sir! We’ll take our leave!” 

Chapter 595: Nangong Fuming’s Request 

 

 

 

 

Alkaid World, Southern Domain, Vermillion Bird Divine Clan. 



 

After sending off Li Kehui and Shen Daokong, Chen Yang went straight to the Vermillion Bird Holy Tribe. 

However, he did not see Nangong Fuming immediately. Instead, he was brought to the guest hall. 

 

As for Nangong Fuming, he was in the meeting hall with a worried expression. He would even stand up 

and walk around from time to time, as if he was troubled by something. 

 

Not long after, there was a knock on the door of the hall. 

 

Hearing the knocking, Nangong Fuming was overjoyed. He jogged to the entrance of the hall and 

opened the door.”How is it? How’s the battle ahead?” 

 

The Third Elder of the Nangong Family said bitterly,””No news yet.” 

 

Hearing this, Nangong Fuming seemed to be deflated and said weakly,”Third Elder, is there anything you 

need from me?” 

 

“It’s like this. The Illusory Emperor has returned and wants to use our spatial inheritance array to go 

up.”The Third Elder said. 

 

“Oh?” Nangong Fuming looked at Third Elder,” Chen Clan Leader is back? It had been three years since 

they last met. It was likely that the strength of the Chen family’s head had improved again.” 

 

At this point, Nangong Fuming’s expression suddenly froze. Immediately after, a ray of light shot out 

from his eyes,” Third Elder, do you think that with the Chen Clan Leader’s strength, he can help us 

resolve the war ahead?” 

 

Hearing this, the Third Elder thought seriously for a moment and said with some uncertainty,”It should 

be possible. After all, the Illusory Emperor has comprehended the legendary Illusory Great Dao.” 

 

“There are no Saints or Evil Demons ahead. The Illusory Emperor is an invincible existence.” 

 



“But… There were quite a number of emperors and demons. Although the Illusory Emperor would not 

be injured, could he really deal with them?” 

 

“Why are you thinking so much?” Nangong Fuming waved his hand,” Let’s go, bring me to see the Chen 

Clan Head. Regardless of whether it succeeds or not, we have to ask the Chen Clan Head for help.”” 

 

Then, Nangong Fuming followed the Third Elder to the guest hall. 

 

In the guest hall, Yang Chen was about to take a sip of his tea when he saw Nangong Fuming enter. He 

put down the tea in his hand. 

 

Then, Yang Chen stood up and said,” Greetings, Master Nangong. Master Nangong, I haven’t seen you 

for three years. How have you been?”” 

 

“What do you mean by ‘I haven’t been well’? I’m in big trouble.”Nangong Fuming smiled bitterly. 

 

Yang Chen was stunned. No, I was just being polite. Why did you really tell me that you were in trouble? 

 

Since Nangong Fuming said so, Yang Chen pretended not to hear it. 

 

“Master Nangong, what happened? Is there anything I can help with?” Yang Chen asked.” 

 

Nangong Fuming was overjoyed when he heard this and ran to Yang Chen’s side. 

 

“Clan Lord Chen, do you know how much our Alkaid World has changed during the time you were in 

seclusion?” 

 

Yang Chen narrowed his eyes and had a bad feeling. He quickly 

 

asked,”Patriarch Nangong, what happened? Is there a problem with the array?” 



 

“Yes and no.” 

 

” I can’t explain the specific situation,” Nangong Fuming said vaguely.” I can only ask the Array God to 

tell you personally. I’ll tell you about the situation in our various demon lands in the past three years.”” 

 

“Starting from three years ago, the holes in the sky above the demon lands have been expanding. Some 

emperor demons have even descended into the demon lands through the lowest level demon tunnels.” 

 

“Of course, you don’t have to worry about the Chen Clan Leader. The thirty-second city that your Chen 

Clan is guarding will be fine.” 

 

“In the beginning, although the descent was somewhat unexpected, the demons were still relatively 

restrained.” 

 

“However, two years ago, these demons went crazy and tore open tunnels to enter the Land of 

Demons.” 

 

“In the past two years, I’ve been busy in the Vermilion Bird Evil Demon Land. I’ve been fighting demons 

all the time.” 

 

“Look, recently, ten monarch-level demons have joined forces to attack our land of demons. Our Nan 

Gongsheng Clan is truly unable to hold on.” 

 

“If it was in the past, our Nan Gong Sacred Clan could easily wipe out these demons. However, you 

should know the situation as well. The Saints and the majority of the emperors of our clan are all in the 

void.” 

 

“With the current strength of our Nan Gong Sacred Clan, we really can’t resist. We can only ask the Chen 

Clan Head to lend us a hand.” 

 

After hearing the Nan Gong Sacred Clan’s story, Chen Yang’s brows furrowed. 



 

Yang Chen had expected the demons to break the rules and descend. After all, he had long known that 

the array was weakening. 

 

But why did these evil demons seem to have gone crazy from two years ago and kept attacking the 

Alkaid World? 

 

Could it be that this evil god was crazy? 

 

Thinking of this, Chen Yang looked at Nangong Fuming,” Family Head Nangong, do you know why these 

demons attacked the Alkaid World like crazy two years ago?” 

 

“I don’t know.” 

 

Nangong Fuming shook his head,” But I heard from my race’s Saint that the Array God must have foiled 

the evil god’s scheme. The evil god was furious and arranged for so many evil demons to attack the 

Alkaid World.” 

 

” Of course, this kind of attack won’t last long. After all, when the evil gods calm down, they will know 

that this kind of crazy attack won’t benefit the evil demons.” 

 

Yang Chen was speechless. 

 

Good heavens, it was really the Demonic that had gone mad. 

 

After understanding the cause and effect, Yang Chen did not continue to ask questions and immediately 

said,””Alright, I accept this request.” 

 

“The war ahead is urgent, so we don’t have to stay. Patriarch Nangong, hurry up and bring me there.” 

 

Nangong Fuming nodded.” Alright, let’s go over now.”” 



 

Immediately, Nangong Fuming brought Chen Yang and flew towards the demonic land guarded by the 

Vermilion Bird Holy Tribe.. 

Chapter 596: Nangong Fuming’s Request (2) 

 

 

 

 

In Nangong City, the land of demons of the Vermillion Bird Holy Clan. 

 

The Sky Splitting Mottled Tiger shrunk its body to a meter in size and lazily lay on the city wall, enjoying 

the service of others. 

 

Even though he had lost his freedom here, he still had to fight demons from time to time. 

 

However, it had to be said that his days were still relatively scattered. From time to time, he would be 

rewarded with medicinal pills, and his cultivation would unknowingly advance. 

 

Unfortunately, the Path-Understanding Tree was handed over. 

 

However, it didn’t matter. After all, enjoying something meant losing something. The Sky-Ripping 

Mottled Tiger knew this. 

 

At the thought of this, the Skyrating Tiger flipped over and let its belly bask in the sun. 

 

At the same time, he continued to daydream. 

 

Good days were good, but this damn demon obviously didn’t want him to live peacefully. 

 

In the past two years, the demons had gone crazy and wanted to flatten Nangong City no matter what. 



 

The number of battles he had fought in the past two years was already more than the number of battles 

he had fought in the thirty years since he joined Nangong City. 

 

Especially recently, the Evil Demons had gathered ten Emperor Evil Demons and had been suppressing 

Nangong Cheng, not even giving him a chance to catch his breath. 

 

Thinking up to this point, killing intent flashed in the eyes of the Sky Splitting Mottled Tiger Beast. Since 

this evil demon did not want to let him live a peaceful life, then he would make them pay the price. 

 

Did they really think that the spirit beasts that could dominate the Land of Evil Demons were so simple? 

 

At this moment, a series of roars came from afar. 

 

Upon hearing this roar, a look of disdain appeared in the eyes of the Sky Splitting Mottled Tiger 

beastman. He turned around and looked outside the city. This damned demon really didn’t let the tiger 

breathe. 

 

Outside the city, groups of demons gathered under Nangong City. Under the leadership of ten emperor 

demons, they revealed bloodthirsty lights. 

 

Being stared at by a black mass of demons with such gazes, even the warriors who had been through 

hundreds of battles in Nangong City felt a little terrified. 

 

“Men, warriors, welcome the enemy!” 

 

At this moment, the emperor of the Nangong Family, who was responsible for guarding the city, jumped 

onto the city wall and circulated the spiritual energy in his body as he shouted. 

 

At the same time, the experts climbed onto the city wall and released their auras wantonly, clashing 

with the auras of the emperors and demons, forming a stalemate. 

 



Although the two sides were in a stalemate, everyone knew that Nangong Cheng was the weaker side. 

 

After all, the evil spirit was only releasing its aura naturally, while Nangong City was indeed operating at 

full power. 

 

The reason for this was very simple. There were not many experts left in Nangong City. Counting the 

reinforcements from various places, there were only eight of them. 

 

While the two sides were locked in a stalemate, an emperor-level Bloody Thorn Demon took two steps 

forward. 

 

“What? You can only compete with your aura?” 

 

“Isn’t this your territory? If you have the ability, then fight with us. One on one or together, what do you 

say?” 

 

“What, you don’t dare?” 

 

“If you don’t dare, hurry up and surrender!” 

 

The arrogant words of the Bloody Thorn Demon caused Nangong Cheng’s morale to plummet. 

 

Although there were many emperors who were angry and wanted to go out of the city to fight. 

However, the actual situation did not allow them to do so. 

 

After all, defending the city was their only chance of victory. 

 

Seeing that Nangong Cheng didn’t dare to accept the challenge, the Bloody Thorn Demon’s eyes 

revealed a look of disdain.” To use the words of the human race to describe you, you are a bunch of 

cowardly turtles!” 

 



“Humph! Where did this insect come from? It was actually so arrogant!” 

 

Suddenly, a loud shout came from the sky. Then, a stream of light stood in the sky above Nangong City. 

 

This light gave the Bloody Thorn Demon a fright, but when he saw that the person was only in the first 

layer of the Emperor Realm, a contemptuous smile appeared on his face again. 

 

“I was wondering which Saint had descended. So it’s a mere first-level Emperor Realm expert who still 

has such an arrogant tone.” 

 

“Alright, since that’s the case, let me teach you a lesson. What difference between emperors!” 

 

With that, the Bloody Thorn Demon emitted the aura of a second-level emperor and quickly rushed 

towards Yang Chen. 

 

Seeing this, Yang Chen’s black hair turned purple. He stretched out his right hand indifferently and 

clenched his fist. 

 

In an instant, waves of illusory power of the Great Dao poured into the Bloody Thorn Demon’s body. 

 

In the next moment, the Illusory Great Dao was activated. 

 

Pa! 

 

A crisp sound rang out, and the Bloody Thorn Demon was instantly torn into pieces, turning into a pile of 

minced meat. 

 

He didn’t even make a sound before he killed Yang Chen. 

 

This change stunned everyone in Nangong City. 



 

“Damn, which expert is this! He could actually kill an emperor level two expert in one move!” 

 

“I don’t know, but it looks like he’s a rare monster. Otherwise, how could he kill an emperor level two 

demon with his emperor level one strength?” 

 

“Good heavens, I wish that our Nangong City could only be beaten passively. Who would have thought 

that such a terrifying expert would come?” 

 

“Brothers, the days of grievance are over. With this expert leading us, we can fight the demons without 

worry!” 

 

Not only were the ordinary martial artists shocked, but the emperors also looked at each other in 

astonishment. 

 

As emperors, they knew the difference between each level. 

 

However, this emperor in front of him had actually killed a demon that was one realm higher than him 

so easily? 

 

There was no such thing as fighting someone of a higher level. 

 

“Do any of you know this emperor?” 

 

“I have an impression. This seems to be the Illusory Emperor.” 

 

“Illusion Emperor! Was he the Illusory Emperor who had comprehended the Great Dao of the Illusionary 

World and was considered a future god?” 

 

“That’s right, it’s him.” 

 



“D * mn, why is he here!” 

 

“Tsk tsk, in the past, I thought that the Illusory Emperor was just so-so and that someone was just 

bragging. But now that I’ve seen it, I know that there’s no need for a scholar under his reputation.” 

 

The group of emperors looked at Yang Chen with envy. 

 

They were both emperors, so why was the difference so huge? 

 

The sudden death of the Bloody Thorn Demon also startled the other Evil Demon Kings. After a while, 

one of the Evil Demon Kings reacted and shouted,”This person is the Illusion Emperor, who is ranked 

second on the killing list!” 

 

“The evil god has ordered that we must kill anyone we encounter!” 

 

Hearing this, the group of demons moved together and charged towards Yang Chen. 

 

Seeing this, Yang Chen looked indifferent.” A gang fight? I don’t mind.” 

 

Then, the illusory Great Dao changed, turning itself into an illusion. Then, it fought with the group of Evil 

Demon Emperors. 

 

To be more precise, Chen Yang was attacking these demons with his Flowing Shadow Sword Technique. 

 

The demons could only watch helplessly. 

 

This change completely stunned all the experts of Nangong City, especially the Sky-Ripping Mottled 

Tiger. Its eyes widened in shock. 

 

“D * mn, when did this person become so powerful! How am I supposed to take revenge?” 



 

The Sky-Ripping Mottled Tiger had always wanted to take revenge on Yang Chen and the Wood 

Emperor, but unfortunately, it never had the chance. 

 

It wasn’t easy for him to meet Yang Chen, but he realized that he was no longer Yang Chen’s opponent. 

 

After thinking about it, the Sky-Ripping Mottled Tiger made a decision. 

 

Immediately, the Sky-Ripping Mottled Tiger leaped forward and roared,”Friend, don’t panic. I’m here to 

help you!” 

 

Then, the Sky-Ripping Shade Tiger started the fight with the other demons. From the looks of it, it was as 

if it was really good friends with Yang Chen. 

 

However, after the Sky-Ripping Mottled Tiger’s reminder, everyone finally reacted. Immediately, one 

emperor after another leaped out and fought with the evil demons. 

 

Since Yang Chen had already killed one emperor level demon, the two sides were now evenly matched 

in numbers. 

 

Naturally, they would not stay in the city. 

 

This was the time for Yang Chen’s Illusory Dao to show its might. 

 

Looking at his opponent, Yang Chen twisted his neck and then leaped forward. The illusory Great Dao 

swept out again and wrapped around the evil spirit in front of him. 

 

Although the evil spirit struggled, it did not have much power of the Great Path. Moreover, Yang Chen 

had already activated the holy pulse in its body, so it was even more unable to resist. 

 

However, in the next instant, another emperor level demon died in Yang Chen’s hands. 



 

Of course, Yang Chen’s power of the Great Dao had been consumed too much and he needed to rest. 

 

However, no matter what, with the addition of Chen Yang, the balance of victory was completely 

flipped.. 

Chapter 597: Entering the Time Mystic Realm Again 

 

 

 

 

Within the Land of Evil Demons guarded by the Vermillion Bird Divine Tribe. 

 

A great battle had just ended. 

 

Nangong City seemed to be in decline at this moment, but everyone had smiles on their faces as if they 

had just survived a disaster. 

 

On the city wall, the emperors who were responsible for guarding Nangong 

 

City surrounded Chen Yang. There was a hint of flattery on their faces. 

 

“Many thanks to the Illusory Emperor. If not for his help, Nangong City would have been destroyed.” 

 

“Yes, I am. He had heard before that the Illusory Emperor was not only talented, he could be said to be 

the number one genius in the Alkaid World. His battle prowess was even more extraordinary.” 

 

“After seeing it today, I know that there is no need for a scholar under this 

 

reputation.” 

 



Praise and flattery came from the mouths of these emperors. 

 

These people were all famous figures outside. With a stomp of their feet, even the Alkaid World would 

fight over them. 

 

But now, these important figures were like servants trying to please their masters, trying to please the 

young man in front of them. 

 

It couldn’t be helped. After all, the person in front of him was called Yang Chen. 

 

Hearing the flattery of these emperors, Yang Chen was unmoved, but he still pretended to be flattered. 

 

“Everyone, please show your appreciation. I was just lucky.” 

 

“Moreover, this operation was originally instructed by the Nangong Clan Leader, so it can be considered 

as my duty. There’s no need for everyone to 

 

thank me.” 

 

After exchanging a few pleasantries, Yang Chen left Nangong City. 

 

Originally, Yang Chen’s destination was not Nangong City. Now that he had resolved Nangong Fuming’s 

request, it was time for him to head into the void. 

 

Within the Vermillion Bird Divine Clan’s hall that housed a large spatial transfer array. 

 

Nangong Fuming took out Spiritual Crystals and placed them around the Teleportation Formation. Then, 

he looked at Chen Yang,” Illusory Emperor, are you ready?”” 

 

Yang Chen nodded with a smile.” Don’t worry, I’m ready. 



 

Seeing this, Nangong Fuming activated the teleportation array. In an instant, 

 

Yang Chen’s figure disappeared. 

 

In the void, in the Array God’s main hall. 

 

After appearing in the Array God’s Hall, Chen Yang subconsciously looked up at the Array God. However, 

what he saw stunned him. 

 

In Yang Chen’s line of sight, the Array God was sitting on his throne, smiling at him. 

 

Of course, this was not important. 

 

What was important was the current state of the Array God. 

 

A wound that almost ran across the Array God’s upper body was exposed. Not only did the wound look 

hideous, but it also emitted a mixture of black and dark red aura from the depths of the wound. 

 

The Array God was actually injured! 

 

Of course, Array Gods would also be injured, but injuries like this were rare. 

 

With the recovery ability of a god, some injuries that weren’t too serious could probably recover in a 

few breaths. 

 

Judging from the stable aura on the Array God’s body, it was impossible for this to have just been 

caused. In other words, this injury was so serious that even a god would have to spend a lot of time to 

recuperate. 

 



This was very intriguing. 

 

Who else could hurt the Formation Deity? 

 

Evil God! 

 

It was the evil god who injured the array god! 

 

Then the question was, why did the two gods have a conflict? Could it be related to the change that 

Nangong Fuming mentioned two years ago? 

 

Many questions appeared in Yang Chen’s mind. 

 

However, Yang Chen didn’t ask the God of Arrays. After all, this was a disgraceful matter. It was better to 

wait for the God of Arrays to say it personally. 

 

Thinking of this, Yang Chen put away his stunned expression and bowed respectfully to the Array God.” 

Greetings, Array God.”” 

 

“Illusory Emperor, there’s no need to be so polite.” 

 

After helping Chen Yang up with his divine Qi, the Array God smiled and said,””How was the Illusory 

Emperor’s harvest?” 

 

“Milord, I’ve already received all the inheritances. There won’t be any bottlenecks before I become a 

Saint.’Yang Chen said respectfully. 

 

Hearing that, the Array God’s face revealed a hint of joy.” It seems that as long as you cooperate with 

the treasures you exchanged and the Time Great Dao Crystals you plundered, you should be able to 

advance to the Saint Realm in five years.” 

 



“At that time, my Alkaid World will have an illusory saint. That evil god should calm down.” 

 

Thinking of the Heretic God’s furious expression, the Array God couldn’t help but laugh wildly in his 

heart. 

 

The price of the evil god’s anger was huge, but the array god was still willing to bear it. 

 

After all, the Array God had destroyed the evil god’s thousands of years of schemes and destroyed the 

Time Bead’s spirituality. In the next few hundred years, the evil god could forget about using the Time 

Bead. 

 

And to repair the Time Bead, the Heretic God would also need to spend a lot of resources. 

 

The evil god had suffered such heavy losses, why wouldn’t he be furious? 

 

Thinking of this, the Array God looked at Chen Yang with interest.” Illusory Emperor, do you know why I 

was injured? 

 

” is it the work of the evil gods?” Seeing that the Array God had taken the initiative to mention it, Chen 

Yang told the Array God what he was thinking. 

 

“Your guess is correct.” 

 

The Array God nodded and said,”My injuries were indeed caused by evil gods. This old fellow was 

indeed powerful. If not for relying on the grand array, I would probably have died in the void.” 

 

Thinking about the terror of the evil god, the Array God couldn’t help but shiver. 

 

Then, the Array God continued,” Of course, the Heretic God’s losses were not small either.” 

 



” I can’t tell you the details. You only need to know that I’ve broken the evil god’s plan to break the array 

in a few decades.” 

 

” At the same time, the Heretic God also lost a treasure that was not inferior to my Time Secret Realm.” 

 

“If we want to repair this supreme treasure, we’ll need to use at least half of the resources of the Evil 

Demon World.. 

Chapter 598: Entering the Time Mystic Realm Again (2) 

 

 

 

 

“With such a huge expenditure, if you break through to Saint Ruler again, the Evil Demons will not dare 

to cause any more trouble for the next few hundred or even a thousand years.” 

 

After listening to the Array God’s story, Yang Chen nodded. 

 

It seemed that it was similar to his guess. 

 

The Array God had personally taken action and destroyed the evil god’s scheme, which caused the evil 

god to be furious. He wanted to make the Alkaid World pay at all costs. 

 

It seemed like it was an urgent matter for him to break through to the Saint Realm. 

 

If there was another Saint in the Alkaid World, the evil god would definitely have some concerns. If he 

forcefully attacked the Alkaid World, he would probably have to pay a painful price. 

 

Thinking of this, Chen Yang made a decision.” Reporting to the Array God, one of the goals of today’s 

Yang is to enter the Time Secret Realm.’”‘ 

 

“Array God, please open the Time Secret Realm for me.” 



 

Then, Chen Yang handed the Time Great Dao Crystal in his storage bag to the Array God. 

 

After putting away the Time Great Dao Crystal, the Array God also took out a lotus flower from his 

storage ring and handed it to Chen Yang. 

 

“Illusory Emperor, this lotus flower is called the Lotus of the Great Dao. It can be considered a divine-

grade spirit medicine.” 

 

“Its effect is just as you think. As long as you seriously comprehend it, with the help of the Great Dao 

Lotus, it won’t be a problem for you to comprehend the fourth realm of the Great Dao within a hundred 

years.” 

 

Chen Yang took the Lotus of the Great Path after hearing the words of the Array God. 

 

The moment he touched the Lotus of the Great Path, Yang Chen felt a supreme and sacred aura from 

the lotus. 

 

Under this aura, all Gods and Saints were like ants. They could only rely on this aura to survive. 

 

This was the power of the Great Dao Origin! 

 

No wonder this thing could help martial artists comprehend the fourth realm of the Great Dao within a 

hundred years. 

 

After putting away the Lotus of Dao, Chen Yang entered the Time Secret Realm again under the 

guidance of the Array God. 

 

Of course, before entering the Time Secret Realm, Yang Chen had exchanged his merit points for a batch 

of God Stones. 

 

The Array God had no objections to this. 



 

The Array God’s original plan was to give Chen Yang a batch of God Stones so that he could cultivate 

without worry. 

 

Now that Yang Chen had taken the initiative to bring it up and even used merit points to exchange for it, 

the Array God naturally wouldn’t reject it. 

 

However, the Array God also showed his sincerity. After Chen Yang exchanged for the God’s Stone, the 

Array God gave Chen Yang an additional 1,000 pieces. 

 

These God Stones were enough for Yang Chen to become a Saint. 

 

After the secret realm closed, Yang Chen began to cultivate for an unknown period of time. 

 

Time flew by. Unknowingly, Yang Chen had been cultivating in the Time Mystic Realm for 60 years. 

 

In these 60 years, Yang Chen’s cultivation had risen rapidly. Now, his strength had reached Emperor 

Level 3. 

 

With Yang Chen’s current strength, the demon that fought with him on the Floating Stone earlier would 

not be able to withstand a single move from him. 

 

Of course, the increase in his own strength was one aspect. More importantly, the energy accumulated 

in the Dao Integration Pearl had already exceeded 2.1 billion. 

 

This energy was enough to push a king-level subdued beast into the emperor realm. 

 

Thinking of this, Chen Yang stopped cultivating and summoned the Two-legged Golden Crow. Then, he 

spread out his right hand and summoned the Dao Integration Pearl. 

 

Chen Yang first used the Dao Integration Pearl to upgrade the Two-legged Golden Crow bloodline to the 

Imperial Bloodline. Unfortunately, the Two-legged Golden Crow with the Imperial Bloodline did not 



evolve to the Three-legged Golden Crow and still retained the appearance of the Two-legged Golden 

Crow. 

 

However, this was also normal. The Three-legged Golden Crow was a legendary divine beast. Perhaps 

only when the bloodline was upgraded to divine-grade would the Two-legged Golden Crow transform 

into a Three-legged Golden Crow. 

 

He mobilized two billion energy to increase the strength of the Two-legged Golden Crow. 

 

Looking at the Two-legged Golden Crow that was increasing its strength, Chen Yang smacked his 

tongue.” Fortunately, using the Dao Integration Pearl to increase the strength of the subdued beast 

won’t attract the Heavenly Tribulation. Otherwise, I’m afraid that I would have exposed the Dao 

Integration Pearl now.” 

 

Like humans, spirit beasts had to undergo the baptism of the heavenly tribulation when they broke 

through to a major realm. 

 

However, the Dao Integration Pearl was different. The Dao Integration Pearl could directly raise one’s 

cultivation to the realm after undergoing the Heavenly Tribulation. Under the judgment of the Heavenly 

Dao, there was naturally no need to undergo the Heavenly Tribulation. 

 

Time passed bit by bit. In the blink of an eye, another day had passed in the Time Mystic Realm. 

 

A day later, the strength of the Two-legged Golden Crow had officially reached the emperor level. 

 

Seeing this, Yang Chen put away the Two-legged Golden Crow in satisfaction. Then, he communicated 

with the world and began to raise the level of the Chen family. 

 

Logically speaking, this promotion was a major event, so naturally, Yang Chen couldn’t decide it alone. 

 

However, the situation was urgent. In order to use the auxiliary Dao Integration Pearl to absorb energy, 

this was the only way. 

 



What Yang Chen was worried about now was whether the Heavenly Axiom would allow him to raise his 

clan’s rank in the mystic realm. 

 

Fortunately, the Heavenly Axiom still allowed Yang Chen to advance. 

 

At this point, the Chen family had officially advanced to Rank-3! 

 

After upgrading his clan to the third rank, Yang Chen continued his closed-door cultivation. Time was still 

passing by quickly. 

 

While Yang Chen was cultivating in seclusion, something big was happening in the outside world. 

 

The Evil God seemed to be holding a grudge and kept sending experts through the array to attack the 

cities. 

 

This forced the Array God to take out a portion of the experts who were clearing the evil spirits in the 

void to aid the Alkaid World. 

 

Logically speaking, splitting up like this might not benefit either side. 

 

The safest way was to deal with one side with all their strength, or gather more experts to kill the evil 

demons in the void. This would also ease the attack of the evil demons. 

 

Or they could completely withdraw all the martial arts experts and let them rush to the Alkaid World 

together. This way, they could also ease the attack of the evil demons. 

 

However, this kind of double-edged sword often lost both. 

 

It was impossible for the Array God not to know this principle, but the Array God still did so. 

 



The reason for this was that the Array God had a trump card. With this trump card, the Array God could 

take care of both sides and even gain an advantage from both sides. 

 

Of course, these people had to persevere for a few more years. 

 

Because this trump card was called Chen Yang. 

 

Outside the Time Mystic Realm, the Array God looked at the Time Mystic Realm and said with some 

infatuation,””The Dao of Illusion is the Dao that I used to dream of obtaining.” 

 

“Unfortunately, my talent is not good enough to comprehend the illusory Great Dao.” 

 

“Fortunately, among the martial artists of my Alkaid World, another monster who can comprehend the 

Illusory Great Dao has appeared.” 

 

“As long as Chen Yang breaks through to the Saint Realm, the trouble in the Alkaid Realm will be 

solved!” 

 

“After all, this is an illusory Great Dao!” 

 

The Array God and the Evil God were the ones who understood the Illusion Great Dao the most. 

 

After all, the deeper one’s comprehension of the Great Dao, the more one would be able to understand 

the difference between the Great Dao. 

 

The Array Great Dao comprehended by the Array God was already ranked quite high on the Great Dao 

Roll, but the Array God could still feel the difference between this Array Great Dao and the Great Dao 

before it. 

 

Let’s put it this way, if Chen Yang was at the same level as the Array God, or even slightly weaker than 

the Array God, Chen Yang could still kill the Array God in one move. 

 



This was the power of the Illusory Great Dao! 

 

Just as the Array God fell into a state of illusion, a terrifying fluctuation suddenly came from the outside 

world. 

 

Sensing this fluctuation, the Array God’s expression changed. He snorted coldly and said,”Humph! Evil 

God, you are really petty. I just broke one of your Time Treasures and it’s not over yet.” 

 

It doesn’t matter if you say it’s so, since it’s so, then I’ll ask you to teach me two moves.” 

 

Then, the Array God left the Time Mystic Realm. 

 

Then, the array that covered the entire Alkaid World suddenly flashed with light. Divine Qi gathered in 

the array god’s body, bringing his strength close to the evil god. 

 

Looking at the Array God whose aura was rising, the Evil God’s eyes flashed with killing intent. 

 

That damned Array God was actually so difficult to deal with! 

 

If it wasn’t for his own strength, which could be said to be the strongest of all Evil Gods, the Evil World 

would have been destroyed by the Array God long ago. 

 

The Evil God’s eyes narrowed, filled with fear towards the God of Combat. 

 

Among all the gods in the past, perhaps only the illusory gods could cause more trouble to the evil 

demons than the array gods. 

 

After watching for a long time, the two gods moved in tacit understanding. 

 



For a moment, a battle that affected hundreds of thousands of miles broke out in the void. The space 

was torn apart by the aftershock of the battle, and wisps of spatial turbulence and chaotic aura 

scattered in all directions. 

 

Even the Great Daos started to fight over it. 

 

No one knew the outcome of this battle. After all, no one dared to pay attention to the battle between 

the two gods. 

 

However, both demons and humans slowed down their attacks after the battle between the two gods.. 

Chapter 599: Chen Yang’s Breakthrough to the Saint Plane and the Transformation of the Dao 

Integration Pearl 

 

 

 | 

 

Time passed in a flash, and five years had passed. 

 

In these five years, except for the beginning when humans and demons attacked each other, the rest of 

the time, everything was peaceful. 

 

The reason was the battle between the Array God and the Evil God. 

 

As for whether the two sides had chosen to stop fighting after reaching certain conditions, or whether 

they were afraid of each other, it was unknown. 

 

In short, after that great battle, the Array God did not need to worry about the matters’of the Alkaid 

Realm and the evil demons. He quietly recuperated while waiting for Chen Yang to come out of 

seclusion. 

 

Outside the Time Secret Realm, a tea set floated in the void. The Array God sat at the side, sipping tea 

while looking at the Time Secret Realm. 



 

“Counting the days, Yang Chen should have broken through by now.” The Array God was really curious 

about the scene after Chen Yang came out of seclusion. 

 

To be more precise, the Array God was curious about the look of shock on the 

 

Evil God’s face after seeing Yang Chen’s strength. 

 

The Illusory Emperor had become the Illusory Saint. If the two gods didn’t attack, no one would be able 

to stop Yang Chen. 

 

At that time, the fear buried deep in his demonic bloodline would be reignited. Although it wasn’t 

enough to make the evil god afraid, as long as it made the evil god uncomfortable, the array god would 

be happy. 

 

just as the Array God could not help but laugh, a fluctuation suddenly came from the Time Mystic 

Realm. Then, a figure appeared in front of the Array God. 

 

Seeing Chen Yang come out of seclusion, the Array God subconsciously went to greet him. 

 

At this moment, thunderclouds suddenly gathered above Yang Chen’s head. 

 

These thunderclouds contained a terrifying power of thunder. 

 

Seeing this, the Array God’s expression changed drastically. He quickly put away the Time Mystic Realm 

and retreated hundreds of miles. 

 

At the same time, wisps of Divine Qi whizzed out of his body and surrounded the surrounding hundreds 

of miles to help Yang Chen. 

 

After doing all this, the Array God sighed as if he had been relieved of a heavy burden. He immediately 

scolded with a smile,”You brat, you didn’t even tell me you were going to transcend the tribulation.” 



 

“Fortunately, my reaction speed was fast. Otherwise, I’m afraid I would have become the first God in 

history to die because of the Lightning Tribulation.” 

 

After laughing and laughing, the Array God looked at Yang Chen with anticipation, worry, and prayer. 

 

He had to get through it. Compared to the Divine Tribulation, the lightning tribulation to break through 

to the Saint Realm was nothing. 

 

If he could even cross this, how could he talk about becoming a god? 

 

Under the gaze of the Array God, Chen Yang slowly opened his eyes and looked up at the lightning 

tribulation in the sky. 

 

“is he actually going to transcend the tribulation? He had been in seclusion for a long time and had 

actually forgotten about time and realm.” 

 

After sighing, Yang Chen activated the holy pulse in his body. In an instant, his black hair turned into a 

demonic purple hair. 

 

Immediately after, his entire body became illusory. 

 

After doing all this, Yang Chen quietly stayed in place, waiting for the arrival of the Thunder Tribulation. 

 

Chen Yang’s actions naturally could not escape the eyes of the Array God. When he saw Chen Yang turn 

into a phantom, the Array God’s eyes widened. 

 

No, isn’t this Thunder Tribulation able to seal the Great Dao?” 

 

“How can Yang Chen still use the Great Dao? Is he the illegitimate son of this 

 



Great Dao?” 

 

in an instant, the Array God reacted.” D * mn, I forgot that Yang Chen has the Illusory Divine 

Meridian.”11 

 

“With the full power of the illusory divine pulse, it’s not a problem to make myself illusory.” 

 

“So, the Great Saint Tribulation that has troubled many emperors has passed 

 

just like that?” 

 

The Array God looked at Chen Yang in a daze. Looking at Chen Yang, the Array 

 

God recalled the scene when he broke through to the Saint Realm. 

 

At that time, he had suffered a lot. 

 

However, who would have thought that his tribulation would be so simple? 

 

Under the premise of the illusory body, there was naturally no need to elaborate on this tribulation. No 

matter how powerful the lightning tribulation was, it could not hurt Chen Yang at all. 

 

After the completion of the tribulation, the aura on Chen Yang’s body rose steadily. Not long after, he 

had already reached the Saint level. 

 

Seeing this, the Array God smiled and flashed to Chen Yang’s side. Congratulations, Saint Illusion. You 

have indeed ascended to the Saint Seat.’”’ “Greetings, Array God.” Seeing the God of Array come over, 

Chen Yang did not care about the God of Array’s blessings and quickly bowed. 

 

“Saint Illusion, there’s no need to be so polite.” 



 

After helping Chen Yang up, the Array God smiled and said,””Illusion Saint, I see that your tribulation is 

very simple. Is it because of the illusory divine pulse?” 

 

“That’s right.” Yang Chen nodded. 

 

Seeing this, the Array God continued to laugh.” Illusion Saint, you can naturally pass the major 

tribulations below the God Tribulation by using the illusory body method. However, the God Tribulation 

cannot be passed.” 

 

“If you want to ascend to the divine throne, you have to make preparations early. Don’t think that you 

can ignore the divine tribulation just because you have the illusory divine pulse.” 

 

Hearing the advice of the Array God, Chen Yang nodded with a serious face.” Don’t worry, Array God. I 

know my limits.”” 

 

“Mm, that’s good.” 

 

After nodding his head again, the Array God handed a jade slip to Chen Yang.” Illusion Saint, since you’ve 

broken through to the Saint Realm, it’s time to give you some tasks.” 

 

“This jade slip contains the mission I gave you. As long as you complete it, the Flower of Dao you 

received in advance won’t be considered an advance.” 

 

-In addition, the Merit Points obtained after completing the mission will be enough for you to exchange 

for the Ten Thousand Beast Technique. 

 

-At that time, the path to becoming a god will officially open for you. You can also work hard without 

worry.” 

 

“Of course, you don’t need to do these missions now. Wait for me to inform you of the exact time.” 

 



“During this period of time, I should return to the Alkaid Realm to rest and accompany my family..” 

Chapter 600: Chen Yang’s Breakthrough to the Saint Plane and the Transformation of the Dao 

Integration Pearl (2) 

 

 

 

 

Alkaid World, Hidden Dragon Region, Land of Evil Demons, City 32. 

 

Looking at the Evil Demon Disaster outside the city, Yang Chen yawned out of boredom.” No, Wood 

Emperor, what are you thinking? I can just kill these trash.”” 

 

When the Wood Emperor heard this, he said carefully,”“Saint Illusion, this is Saint Nan Gong’s order. He 

wants us to train our troops and train our elite warriors.” 

 

“Alright then.” Yang Chen nodded and looked at the demons below the city wall. 

 

Since Saint Nan Gong saw this Evil Demon Calamity as a sparring partner for the human race, he 

naturally could not interfere. 

 

Lying on the chair and looking at the red sky, Yang Chen was lost in his memories. 

 

In the 500 years in the Time Secret Realm, other than his cultivation reaching the Saint Realm, six of his 

subdued beasts had also reached the Emperor Realm. 

 

Back then, in order to maximize the energy that the Dao Integration Pearl could absorb, Chen Yang had 

spent a hundred years to nurture the remaining five subdued beasts to the emperor realm. 

 

In this way, the energy that the Dao Integration Pearl could absorb every day had reached the maximum 

value for a third-grade aristocratic family. 

 



In this way, a Saint-level familiar could be nurtured in the 60-plus years. 

 

As for why there was no nurturing, the reason was very simple. Chen Yang forgot. 

 

The so-called cultivation had no time, but this was it. 

 

After such a long period of closed-door cultivation, he could even forget about time, let alone raising his 

subdued beast’s strength. 

 

As a result, the 34.0 years of energy accumulated in the Dao Integration Jewel could raise five subdued 

beasts to the level of a Spirit Saint. 

 

After returning, Yang Chen wanted to find a place with no one around to upgrade his familiar to the 

Spirit Sage level. 

 

Unfortunately, he encountered the Evil Demon Disaster after he returned. Just as he was about to make 

a move, he was stopped by the Wood Emperor. 

 

Coming back to his senses, Yang Chen stood up and twisted his neck. He then said to the Wood 

Emperor,’”Tm going to stretch.” 

 

Upon hearing this, the Wood Emperor hurriedly tried to dissuade him.” Illusionary Saint, you mustn’t do 

that. If you attack, how are they going to train?’”‘ 

 

” What?” Yang Chen laughed.” A demon at the peak of the Emperor Realm can also spar with you?”” 

 

The Wood Emperor’s expression changed, and he hurriedly asked,””Illusion Saint, what did you say? 

There are peak emperor level demons here?” 

 

Yang Chen did not answer the Wood Emperor. Instead, he took a step forward and arrived in front of 

the Evil Demon Faction. 

 



At the same time, a loud shout resounded through the sky,” As an emperor, you’re still hiding among 

low-level martial artists. Don’t you find it embarrassing?” 

 

“What, didn’t the evil god teach you the dignity of a strong person?” 

 

As soon as these words were said, the evil spirit below looked furious and glared at Chen Yang in the 

sky. However, when Yang Chen revealed his aura, these demons were terrified. 

 

Saint… Saint! 

 

Seeing that the demonic emperor didn’t move, Chen Yang lowered his head slightly, a trace of killing 

intent flashing in his eyes.” What? Do you want me to personally find it for you?”” 

 

As soon as he said that, a terrifying aura swept out, instantly enveloping the entire Evil Demon Calamity. 

 

Under this pressure, the evil spirit found it difficult to even breathe. 

 

Some were even scared to death on the spot. 

 

As for the human warriors, they looked at Yang Chen in the sky with fervent expressions. 

 

It turned out that Family Head Chen was actually a Saint! 

 

As for the Wood Emperor, he shook his head with a bitter smile.” It’s over. How can I train now?”” 

 

Under Yang Chen’s aura, the demonic emperor could no longer endure it. He flew to the top of the 

demon’s head and lowered his head to Yang Chen.” Greetings, Saint.’”‘ 

 

“Lord Saint is a noble Saint, but you’re using your power to suppress the ordinary clansmen of my clan. 

Isn’t that a bit of a loss of face for a Saint?” “Hmm?” Yang Chen narrowed his eyes.” Are you provoking 

me?” 



 

“I wouldn’t dare.” The demonic emperor hurriedly shook his head. 

 

“Hahaha, it doesn’t matter if you’re provoking me or not. In any case, you won’t be able to survive 

today.”Yang Chen smiled lightly. 

 

Then, Yang Chen reached out and clenched his fist. Terrifying Holy Qi whizzed out and instantly crushed 

the demonic emperor into powder. 

 

After doing all this, Yang Chen returned to his chair. 

 

Yang Chen did as he said and only managed to find the emperor demons, but the pressure from the 

saints had wiped out the courage of these demons. 

 

In the following battle, the Evil Demons didn’t even try to defend themselves and fled in all directions. 

This Evil Demon Calamity was blocked just like that. 

 

After the Evil Demon Calamity was over, the Wood Emperor came to Yang Chen’s side with a bitter 

smile.” Illusion Saint, you’ve caused me a lot of trouble.” 

 

“What should I do if Saint Nan Gong blames me?” 

 

“It’s fine. Just talk to Saint Nangong normally.”Yang Chen smiled. 

 

Seeing this, the Wood Emperor sighed and began to clean up the mess. 

 

After cleaning up the mess, City 32 was instantly empty. 

 

Everyone knew that Chen Yang had broken through to the Saint Realm, so City 32 was the territory of 

the Saint. 

 



How could they dare to stay in the territory of a Saint? 

 

Yang Chen was also very happy. After these people left, Yang Chen went to a deserted place alone. 

 

After arriving at a secluded place, Yang Chen first inspected the area before releasing his familiar. 

 

Two-legged Golden Crow, Heavy-eyed Four-Winged Tiger, Purple-feathered Heavenly Eagle, Dragon 

Kun, Silver Dragon… 

 

Five emperor-level subdued beasts appeared in front of Yang Chen, displaying their elegance. 

 

That’s right, this silver dragon evolved from the red dragon. 

 

As for the other subdued beasts, if they wanted to evolve again, they could only wait for their bloodlines 

to advance to the Divine Meridians. 

 

After he had released all these subdued beasts, Yang Chen opened his right hand. The Dao Integration 

Pearl appeared in his right palm along with a seven-colored stream of light. 

 

After seeing the Dao Integration Pearl, the subdued beasts were all excited. 

 

They knew that their strength was about to increase. 

 

This time, he was a Saint. 

 

“Don’t be anxious.”Yang Chen smiled and nodded. Then, he injected energy into the familiars one by 

one. 

 

About four hours later, all the bloodlines of the subdued beasts had been upgraded, and the journey to 

breakthrough began. 



 

As for Yang Chen, he was looking around, standing guard for his familiars. 

 

Time trickled by, and soon, half a day had passed. 

 

Half a day later, the first subdued beast, the Two-legged Golden Crow, finally broke through to the Saint 

level. 

 

The Two-legged Golden Crow immediately retracted its aura and shrunk its body. It came to Yang Chen’s 

side excitedly and said,” Master, I’ve succeeded.”” 

 

“Hmm, not bad.” 

 

Yang Chen smiled and patted the Golden Crow’s head. He was about to say something when he 

suddenly sensed a message from the Dao Integration Pearl. 

 

After learning this news, Yang Chen’s eyes were filled with joy. 

 

It turned out that the Dao Integration Pearl would undergo such a change after a subdued beast broke 

through to the Saint Realm! 

 

According to the information in the Dao Integration Pearl, when his subdued beast advanced to the God 

Realm, it would supplement Chen Yang’s cultivation. 

 

Moreover, this increase in cultivation would not affect his foundation. 

 

In other words, Yang Chen’s cultivation base could be seen as his own. 

 

This was terrifying. Yang Chen didn’t need to cultivate at all. He only needed to comprehend the Great 

Dao, wait for time, and then use the Dao Integration Pearl to increase the cultivation of his subdued 

beast. Then, he would use the cultivation of the subdued beast to supplement himself. 



 

According to the information transmitted by the Dao Integration Pearl, every God-level subdued beast 

that appeared would probably make up for Chen Yang’s cultivation by one level. 

 

In other words, as long as he could nurture a God-level familiar, Yang Chen’s strength would break 

through to the next level. 

 

More importantly, Yang Chen’s level of improvement was completely based on his own strength. 

 

Chen Yang was in Saint Level 1, so he would break through to Saint Sage Level 2. If he was in Saint Level 

8, he would break through to Saint Sage Level 9. 

 

In this, there was no accumulation between small layers. 

 

Of course, there was a limit to the Dao Integration Pearl. Only a Saint who had broken through to 

become a God would be able to supplement Yang Chen. 

 

For example, when an emperor broke through to become a Saint Ruler, it wouldn’t make up for it. 

 

However, this was enough. In the following time, Yang Chen could completely ignore his cultivation and 

comprehend the Great Dao at ease. 

 

This was even better than the legacy of the Universe Saint! 

 

“From the looks of it, the only obstacle for me to break through to become a God is the Great Dao.’Yang 

Chen smiled.. 


